ABBREVIATIONS

Works by Aristotle (for complete bibliographic information, see pages 249–52)

*APo.* Posterior Analytics
*APr.* Prior Analytics
*Cael.* De Caelo, On the Heavens
*Cat.* Categories
*DA* De Anima, On the Soul
*De sensu* On Sense and Sensible Objects
*EE* Eudemian Ethics
*GA* Generation of Animals
*GC* On Generation and Corruption
*HA* History of Animals
*MA* On the Movement of Animals
*Metaph.* Metaphysics
*Mere.* Meteorology
*NE* Nicomachean Ethics
*On Int.* On Interpretation
*PA* Parts of Animals
*Ph.* Physics
*Po.* Poetics
*Pol.* Politics
*Prob.* Problems
*Protrep.* Protrepticus
*Rh.* Rhetoric
*SE* Sophistici Elenchi, Sophistical Refutations
*Top.* Topics

Secondary Works

*DK* Diels and Kranz, 1956
*KRS* Kirk, Raven, and Schofield, 1983
*LSJ* Liddell, Scott, and Jones, 1996